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Follow the latest daily buzz with buzzFeed Daily Newsletter! Join our newsletter for technical tips, reviews, free e-books and exclusive deals! Please confirm your email address in an email we just sent to you. Where do you go when you need a quick translation into another language? A
friend or a foreign language dictionary? You can use a handy browser extension if you need to translate words frequently. But, you can't install one or your company can't afford it. These free online translators are perfect for quick words or replacement suggestions for another language. And
some offer additional features that make them even better. When you find the one you like the most, be sure to bookmark so that it's always at hand. 1. Google Translate One of the most popular translation services offered by Google. And if you're looking for Google for translators, its own
handy tool will pop up right above the search results. This means you don't have to open another website. But if you have a long amount of text to translate, Google Translate site is your place. You have more room for text and you can choose the method of typing from handwriting or
keyboard options. Other features you might like include saving, listening, sharing, or copying translated text. In addition, you can offer an edit if you think the translation is incorrect. Google Translate provides more than 100 languages. 2. Bing Translator Another big name in Bing translators
that uses Microsoft Translator. You can choose the language of input or the site to automatically detect it when you type. If the microphone is on, you can say the text you want to translate, which is convenient. After receiving the translation, you have the opportunity to hear it out loud in a
male or female voice, share it, or find Sing with him. And, you can give the translation a thumbs up or thumbs down if you want to provide a little feedback. This translator offers more than 60 languages. 3. Translated by Translatedict, you can choose from more than 50 languages and use
auto-discover for your own dialect. Simply type in a word, phrase, or a large amount of text, select the translation language and find the Translate button. You will see the translation and you can press the sound button to hear it out loud. If you use the translation in the written message, you
will see a useful word and the symbol counts at the bottom. This is great for texts or social media messages where you have limited space. Translatedict also provides areas exclusively for voice interpreter and text function to speech. In addition, you can request help with professional and
get a quote by filling out an online form. 4. Translate.com a good translator who uses the Microsoft service but offers more than 90 languages Translate.com. You can use your voice or keyboard to enter the text and then read or listen to If you think that translation should be reviewed, you
can get a human translation from the first 100 words for free. Simply tap the contact icon and sign in or create an account. 5. DeepL Translator DeepL Translator is a really cool tool with its definitions and automatic options for completing the offer. You can choose from nine languages, and
when you get the translation, just double-click the word for more details. When you choose this word in translation, you will see a drop-off field with a large selection of options. You can also take a look at the definition of a word that pops up at the bottom of the page at the same time. In
addition, you'll see examples of the word used in both introductory and weekend languages. It's great if you're trying to learn a language that you translate into. Babylon Online Translator Although Babylon offers software that you can download for translations, you can also check out their
online version. With over 75 languages and an easy sharing option, the site may not have bells and whistles like the others, but is reportedly pretty accurate. If your business situation can benefit from a professional translator, Babylon offers this service as well. Simply click the Translation
person button on the online translator page and you will be sent to this section of the site for details. 7. PROMT Online Translator PROMT Online Translator does not offer as many languages as other translators. The list is limited to about 20 languages so far. But it has other nice features.
Use automatic language detection and even select a theme to translate. Then you can copy, paste, check the spelling, or access the dictionary. There is also a virtual keyboard, so if you use a site on a tablet, for example, appear in your words or sentences simply. PROMT also offers
translation software that you can purchase and download. In addition, you can order a human translation directly from OneHourTranslation. 8. Collins Dictionary Translator If you use the Collins Dictionary website to search for definitions or synonyms, then take a look at the translator. You
can type and translate it into and from more than 60 languages. Although this translator has minimal features, translations come from Microsoft and there is a handy copy button for the text you get. If you are in the market for a primary translator site with a dictionary, a thesaurus, and
grammar tools, collins Dictionary is one for you. 9. ImTranslator ImTranslator is a great place for translations and comparisons at the same time. You can get a simple translation, a back translation, and a comparison between PROMT, Google and Microsoft translators. The site offers tons of
languages as it refers to important translation services like Google too. As an extras, there are a bunch of useful tools such as a reverse translation tool that automatically translates text back to the original - it will help you compare in accuracy. Use the automatic detection of language,
vocabulary, spelling, and decoder using check marks. Or use buttons to copy, paste, use text to speech or exchange translations via email. ImTranslator also provides special accent symbols that include currency, math and company symbols. 10. SpanishDict If your basic need is
translating English into Spanish, SpanishDict is ideal. Right on the home page, you can pop in the text you need to translate. But what's nice about this Spanish translator is that it includes a special set of characters too. When you see the translation field, just click on the arrow to extend it
with the accent button. If you have received the text in Spanish and have to translate it into English, these characters will come in handy. And of course you can translate backwards as well. Other good features are the definitions and examples you get with your translation. For more
information, check out the best applications for learning Spanish. Communicating easier with online translators Each of these online translators gets the job done. And since each one offers something a little different or extra, try more than one to see what you like the most. For other tools,
you can check out some handy mobile translation apps. Or, if you need to translate an entire web page, these browser translation extensions can help. How to disable this annoying Spotify Pop-Up in Windows 10 here's how to hide the Windows 10 music pop-up that appears when
managing music on Spotify. Related Topics online translation of Google Translate Travel About author Sandy Writtenhouse (462 Articles Published) More from Sandy Writtenhouse Chinese Takeaway is another way to tell American Chinese cuisine, the ultimate variety of Chinese cuisine
developed by Chinese-Americans. Dishes from China are adapted to American tastes and are often significantly different in what you can find in Asia. Learn more about each of the most popular snacks and dishes that are in them, and how each one is cooked. You'll find these items in the
snack menu section: Egg rolls: Very popular in the West, although not eaten in China, egg rolls are larger, bulky versions of spring rolls. They are usually deep-fried and filled with barbecued pork or shrimp, vegetables like kale, celery, and bean sprouts. Spring rolls: a lighter, thinner version
of egg rolls, spring rolls are made with flour and water wrapping (without eggs). Like egg rolls, spring rolls are deep-fried. They can be made with meat or vegetarian. Vegetarian usually contain shiitake mushrooms, carrots, cabbage, as well as tofu noodles or cellophane. Deep-fried
wontons: Wonton wrappers are filled with ground pork and various vegetables and seasonings before deep-fried. Rangoon Crab: This is a variation variation wontons, though it's not a genuine Chinese snack. Wontons are stuffed with crab, cream cheese and onion before deep-fried. Salt
and pepper spare ribs: One of the most popular rib-type dishes in Chinese restaurants, ribs marinated for hours and slowly cooked with marinade for two to three hours until the meat on the ribs becomes soft and soft. The ribs are then deep-fried so they will be slightly crunchy on the
outside and tender and soft on the inside. Satay chicken on skewers: Chicken breast legs marinated in peanut satay sauce for hours before being grilled. Some versions of satay chicken may be a bit spicy, but it depends on the restaurant or pick up. This dish is native to Malaysia, but it has
become popular in Chinese restaurants. Shrimp or shrimp crackers: This is a popular starter from starch with (usually) shrimp or shrimp flavors. They are crunchy, crunchy and light. They come in a variety of colors, including white, pink and orange. These are typical soup dishes seen on the
menu: egg drop soup: a classic dish, this soup of flavored chicken broth or broth, topped with silky strands of eggs. It usually includes a green onion garnish and sometimes frozen peas are added to the broth. Hot and sour soup: Regional variations of this soup can be found all over China.
They all contain bean curd, Chinese black mushrooms and usually pork, but the rest of the ingredients can vary. It can be vegetarian and include tofu or eggs rather than meat. Wonton Soup: The word wonton translates as swallowing a cloud, and the wontons floating in the soup really
resemble tiny clouds. Wontons are filled with a mixture of meat (usually pork) and seasonings, then boiled, and then added to the chicken broth. Chicken and sweet corn soup: This is a soup of chicken broth with creamy sweet corn, sweet corn kernels and eggs. The texture of this soup is
often thick, as it usually thickens with cornmeal. Some versions of this soup contain crab meat, sweet corn and ham. Turning to main courses, look for these types of beef or lamb: Crispy shredded beef in chili sauce: This is a deep-fried dish of shredded beef covered in sweet chili sauce.
You can ask the restaurant to keep the beef sauce so you can dip the beef into the sauce and spice it up to your liking. Beef with green pepper in black bean sauce: This dish is roasted from sliced beef with green pepper in a black bean sauce. Versions of this dish may contain yellow and
red bell peppers, and some chefs like to add water chestnuts. Beef in oyster sauce: the spicy taste of oyster sauce works well with beef. In this recipe, the beef is thinly sliced and then marinated with several ingredients that usually include sherry, soy cornstarch and sometimes sugar. Beef
is fried or fried, followed by a sauce or sauce that includes Sauce is added. Beef with broccoli: Marinated beef is fried and then mixed with roasted vegetables. The dish is covered with a thick brown sauce or sauce, which sometimes includes oyster sauce. Ginger beef: Thin strips of beef
marinated in ginger juice, coated with dough, deep-fried and covered with sweet sauce. Restaurants often fry the beef deep-fried twice to make it extra crispy. Authentic ginger beef will be a dryer and less sweet than the restaurant's popular dish. Lamb in black pepper sauce: This dish is
prepared with roasted lamb slices, usually chopped onions and peppers, and cooked in a black pepper sauce. The menu is often divided by the type of meat. Here are typical chicken and poultry dishes: General Tso's chicken: Chicken cubes are coated with cornstarch and deep-fried,
cooked with a sauce that includes hoisin sauce, dark soy sauce and chilli. Kung Pao chicken (Kung Pao Chi Ing): Deep-fried diced chicken and roasted peanuts are used in a spicy dish with chilli. Lemon chicken (Ling mung gai): The chicken is covered with dough and deep-fried and
seasoned with lemon. The main ingredients are chicken, sherry, soy sauce, cornstarch, sugar and lemon. Mu su gai pan: at its core, it is fried chicken with mushrooms. This is an Americanized version of Cantonese dish, usually including snow peas, bamboo shoots, water chestnuts and
cabbage. Hot chicken salad (Bang bang ji): Made with hot chili butter, chicken breasts are cut into pieces the size of a match and served on a sheet of green bean paste. Beggar's chicken: Whole chicken stuffed with vegetables (usually mushrooms and chestnuts) and wrapped in dough (or
clay) and baked. The story behind this dish deals with a peasant who stole a chicken, packed it in clay and lit a fire in a hole underground, where she cooked all night. The result is a delicate, fragrant chicken. There are other folklore legends involving the emperor and his guards unable to
find the stolen chicken as there were no traces of smoke as he cooked underground. Chili chicken cubes (Cheng du chicken): a classic Sichuan dish, it includes cubes of chicken breasts, marinated and deep-fried; The sauce includes hot bean sauce, freshly ground Sichuan pepper, sugar
and vinegar. Crispy duck skin (Xiang su ya): An interesting dish of Sichuan, in this preparation, duck steamed, while the skin is deep-fried. The result is a fragrant, crunchy variation on the Beijing duck. Chinese chicken with oyster sauce: Cooked oyster sauce, available in most grocery
stores, adds oysters to this dish. The finished taste of a dish served with oyster sauce, combined with all the other ingredients, becomes more spicy than fishy. Princess Chicken or Empress Chicken: Another dish, chicken wings stuffed with mushrooms and bamboo shoots (ham is
sometimes included). Pork is a common common for Chinese cuisine. Look for these items: Moo shu pork (Mu Shu/Shi pork): This dish from northern China roasts of marinated pork is mixed with slices of scrambled eggs, spring onions, and mushrooms. Usually served with tangerine
pancakes. Sour-sweet pork (Wu lo yuk, ku lu jou): Marinated pork is deep-fried in dough (some versions use less dough than others) with sweet and sour sauce. Twice cooked pork (Hui guo rou, hui kuo jou): From Sichuan province, boiled pork is fried with vegetables in a spicy sauce that
includes chili paste. Dry garlic ribs: Pork ribs are simmered twice. The second time, it's a fragrant sauce that includes brown sugar and dry mustard. Ants climb trees (Ma yi shang shu): This is a very fragrant, albeit spicy, dish of Sichuan. Marinated pork is cooked in a spicy sauce and served
on cellophane noodles (mung beans). Ma po tofu: This is a spicy pork dish with sichuan served with fragrant bean curd. Numb, hot, fragrant and tender. These are common dishes with fish and shellfish: Sweet and sour shrimp: There are two versions of this dish. One is fried shrimp (or
shrimp) covered with sweet and sour sauce, and in the other shrimp (or shrimp) are fried. Prawns with pineapple: This dish has fried shrimp (or shrimp) covered with sweet mayonnaise mixed with pineapple. Fish in hot sauce (Dou ban yu): This is a Cantonese dish with steamed fish fillet,
covered with minced vegetable hot bean sauce. Kung pao Ming Har: Like kung pao chicken, it's made with shrimp instead of chicken. Salt and pepper squid: Squid rings are covered with salt and pepper mixture and deep-fried. Toasted black peppercorns and chilli flakes can be added. In
restaurants, the dish is often prepared with roast squid with onions and a mixture of Bulgarian pepper and hot red chilli. You'll always see a couple of rice offered, but you can also find these rice dishes: fried rice: cold, previously cooked rice combined with scrambled eggs and other
ingredients to add texture and flavor. Yangzhou Fried Rice: This is a very colorful fried rice dish made with shrimps or shrimps and ham or barbecue pork. Chicken is sometimes added as well. Vegetables include peas, green onions and sometimes carrots for color. King prawn fried rice:
This egg-fried rice dish is made with king prawns (jumbo shrimp), peas, and carrots in egg-roasted rice. This dish may contain other vegetables like sweet corn, pepper or salad. Pasta originated in China, and you can see these varieties: Chow is fun: This is a staple Cantonese dish made
from roast beef, a chorus of fun that is wide, flat rice noodles, and bean sprouts. Chow Mein: In this dish, usually thin egg noodles and vegetables are fried separately and added together at the end of the cooking process. Noodles can be or crunchy depending on how long they are cooked
in oil. The sauce is added to the noodles during frying or at the final stage of cooking. Chicken is a popular meat to use, although shrimp, beef and pork are used as well.  Lo mein: This is a tossed noodle, unlike chow-maine, where the noodles are fried separately, the noodles are tossed
and mixed with a mixture of roast. It's more sugar noodles than chow maine noodles. Noodles. chinese to english translation pdf file online
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